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Become a calmer and happier mother with
Buddhism for Mothers. 'This is an excellent,
practical guide to everyday Buddhism not just for
mothers, but for everyone who has ever had a
mother. ' Vicki Mackenzie, author of the
bestselling Why Buddhism Parenthood can be a
time of great inner turmoil for a woman yet
parenting books invariably focus on nurturing
children rather than the mothers who struggle to
raise them. This book is different. It is a book for
mothers. Buddhism for Mothers explores the
potential to be with your children in the allimportant present moment; to gain the most joy
out of being with them. How can this be done
calmly and with a minimum of anger, worry and
negative thinking? How can mothers negotiate
the changed conditions of their relationships
with partners, family and even with friends?
Using Buddhist practices, Sarah Napthali offers
ways of coping with the day-to-day challenges of
motherhood. Ways that also allow space for the
deeper reflections about who we are and what
makes us happy. By acknowledging the sorrows
as well as the joys of mothering Buddhism for
Mothers can help you shift your perspective so
that your mind actually helps you through your
day rather than dragging you down. This is
Buddhism at its most accessible, applied to the
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daily realities of ordinary parents. Even if
exploring Buddhism at this busy stage of your life
is not where you thought you'd be, it's well
worthwhile reading this book. It can make a
difference.
Within each family lies a treasure of memories
and experiences. Things that define who Mom is.
That reflect the love she shares. Discover
together the stories she holds close to her heart
with these pages, filled with meaningful
questions to answer. Invite her to speak from the
heart, in her own words-it doesn't need to be
formal or complex. Because when she is finished,
she will create a priceless keepsake for
generations to come. My Mom can be a gift for
them to fill out or a meaningful way to
"interview" and create a family dialogue around
each story. Moms can also fill them out on their
own and give them as a gift to younger
generations"--publisher description.
Motherhood is full of uncertainty. What do my
children really need? Why are they doing that? Is
this normal? What can I do to help them? How
can I know for certain that I am doing this right?
The logistics are easy. Anybody can do laundry
and carpool. But what makes a mother the best
mom she can be? It’s not better scheduling. Or
more activities. Or less. It is passion—the passion
to teach, protect, study, and prepare her children
for the future. Great, but how? Susan Merrill, the
mother of five incredibly different children, has
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asked that question countless times. And she has
read countless answers specific to a certain
child’s temperament, age, or situation. But
nothing she read offered an overall approach to
parenting that would enable her to say with
confidence, “I am doing this right.” She never
guessed she would find a foundational plan—a
reliable, universal parenting approach in the Old
Testament book of Nehemiah. In The Passionate
Mom, Susan takes you on a journey through
Nehemiah and into the heart of parenting. Her
stories and confessions in every chapter reveal
what she has learned: no mom can control her
child’s future, but every mom can parent well.
There is a plan—a roadmap for how a passionate
mom can parent almost any child, confidently.
"...This book reaches mothers like me at both the
heart level and the head level, showing us how to
guide our children passionately and practically..."
--Shaunti Feldhahn, social researcher, national
speaker and best-selling author of "For Women
Only" “Being a mother is the greatest joy of my
life. My friend Susan Merrill regularly inspires
me in my role as a Mother. In her book, she will
inspire you!" --Denise Jonas, Mother of Kevin,
Joe, Nick and Frankie Jonas "Every mother's goal
is to see her children fully blossom. In 'The
Passionate Mom' Susan Merrill not only outlines
the qualities women need to be successful moms,
but also lays out a practical, biblical plan to help
develop those qualities. She provides sound
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advice to help in the difficult task of raising
children." --Lauren and Tony Dungy
Create a wonderful keepsake for your child.
Record your family history and share the hopes,
dreams and fascinating stories of your life. By
answering the prompts in this journal, you create
a one-of-a-kind record of your memories bringing
to life the world you grew up in along with the
events, circumstances and defining moments that
molded and shaped you into the person you are
today. This guided journal contains 127 pages of
thought-provoking and detail driven prompts
such as... Childhood & Teenage Years... What
trends or fads were popular when you were
young? What do you feel was the most important
lesson your parents taught you? Love &
Marriage... When and how did you meet my
father? What is the most difficult relationship
challenge you have ever had to face? Parenting...
How did you feel the first time you realized you
were going to be a mother? Describe a rewarding
moment in your life as a mother. Life... What
hardships have you experienced? What
challenges did you face and how did you
overcome them? What do you wish you had done
more of in your life? What skills or special
knowledge do you have that you would like to
pass down to the next generation? Also includes:
Four Generation Family Tree Two Family Recipe
Pages Two Dot Grid Pages (For Sketching Floor
Plans or Diagrams) This keepsake journal makes
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a wonderful gift! From child to mother: Present it
to your mom requesting she share her stories
with you. Baby Shower Gift: Surprise the mom-tobe with this journal so she can start recording
her memories early. From Mother to Child: Fill
out the journal and present it as a gift to your
son or daughter.
What Grown Children of Working Mothers Want
You to Know
How I Survived My First Empty-Nest Year and
Reinvented the Rest of My Life
Why Parents Must Remove Their Children from
Public Schools
52 Things Kids Need from a Mom
My Mother, My Mentor
For My Children
The Case of Kenya

Live your best life—even after your
kids leave home When her children left
for college, Melissa Shultz was certain
that she had prepared them well for
their new lives-but her own life was a
different matter entirely. Her house
was empty, her purpose unclear. If her
life was no longer dominated by the dayto-day demands of being "Mom," then who
exactly was she? And how would she ever
move forward? From Mom to Me Again is
the story of one woman's reinvention.
Shultz's struggle with the empty nest
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and the transformation of her marriage,
friendships, career, and ultimately
herself, is part memoir and part selfhelp guide. Funny, poignant, and
practical, this book tells Shultz's
personal story and provides valuable
advice for readers preparing to send
their children off into the world. She
shows women that while they'll always
be mothers, it's time for them to take
center stage in their own lives once
again.
School shootings, drugs, promiscuity,
secular humanism, socialist
indoctrination -- it's time to remove
kids now! American schools are the best
funded in the world, yet out of 41
nations, American students consistently
rank near, or at the bottom in
mathematics, physics and science.
Despite their failings more than 80% of
evangelical Christians place their
children in government (public)
schools, exposing them to physical and
moral danger on a daily basis. One of
the first things missionaries abroad
do, is to start Christian schools and
home schools, to tutor their converts,
yet in America, most Christians allow
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their children to be brainwashed by the
public schools' New Age, socialist
agenda. Education belongs to the family
first, with assistance from the church,
but now the government has been
permitted to usurp this vitally
important role. The biblical
instruction of our children may be the
thrust that God could use to restore
American society and revive the nation.
A fresh obedience by the church, to its
God-ordained role in education, may be
the catalyst for a new Great Awakening.
- Back cover.
This book will give working mothers the
confidence that they can pursue a
career while raising healthy,
successful children. In My Mother, My
Mentor: What Grown Children of Working
Mothers Want You to Know, author Pamela
F. Lenehan combines stories and
research on children of working
mothers. Using interviews and an
independent survey, Lenehan delves into
the recollections of the mothers and
now-grown children to understand what
worked well and what issues working
mothers need to consider. These
narratives also illustrate what the
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mothers and children thought about the
best ways to spend their time together.
In My Mother, My Mentor working mothers
and their grown children relate their
different views of what success means
to them. The data show that the
children of working mothers graduate
from college, are employed, in
committed relationships, have children,
and are just as happy as children whose
mothers stayed at home. Useful and
informational, My Mother, My Mentor
communicates that not only did the
children of working mothers survive
having a working mother, they thrived
in an environment where mothers
provided their children a strong work
ethic, taught them resilience, and
continued as a sounding board long into
adulthood.
With Mothers Who Can't Love: A Healing
Guide for Daughters, Susan Forward,
Ph.D., author of the smash #1
bestseller Toxic Parents, offers a
powerful look at the devastating impact
unloving mothers have on their
daughters—and provides clear, effective
techniques for overcoming that painful
legacy. In more than 35 years as a
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therapist, Forward has worked with
large numbers of women struggling to
escape the emotional damage inflicted
by the women who raised them. Subjected
to years of criticism, competition,
role-reversal, smothering control,
emotional neglect and abuse, these
women are plagued by anxiety and
depression, relationship problems, lack
of confidence, and difficulties with
trust. They doubt their worth, and even
their ability to love. Forward examines
the Narcissistic Mother, the
Competitive Mother, the Overly Enmeshed
mother, the Control Freak, Mothers who
need Mothering, and mothers who abuse
or fail to protect their daughters from
abuse. Filled with compelling case
histories, Mothers Who Can’t Love
outlines the self-help techniques
Forward has developed to transform the
lives of her clients, showing women how
to overcome the pain of childhood and
how to act in their own best interests.
Warm and compassionate, Mothers Who
Can’t Love offers daughters the
emotional support and tools they need
to heal themselves and rebuild their
confidence and self-respect.
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A Mother's Memory Book
On Mother's Lap
Expecting My Child
Parenting Wisdom from Moms in Recovery
Being There
I'm Glad My Mom Died
A Mother's Memory Journal
A small Eskimo boy discovers that Mother's
lap is a very special place with room for
everyone.
A heartbreaking and hilarious memoir by
iCarly and Sam & Cat star Jennette McCurdy
about her struggles as a former child
actor—including eating disorders, addiction,
and a complicated relationship with her
overbearing mother—and how she retook control
of her life. Jennette McCurdy was six years
old when she had her first acting audition.
Her mother’s dream was for her only daughter
to become a star, and Jennette would do
anything to make her mother happy. So she
went along with what Mom called “calorie
restriction,” eating little and weighing
herself five times a day. She endured
extensive at-home makeovers while Mom chided,
“Your eyelashes are invisible, okay? You
think Dakota Fanning doesn’t tint hers?” She
was even showered by Mom until age sixteen
while sharing her diaries, email, and all her
income. In I’m Glad My Mom Died, Jennette
recounts all this in unflinching detail—just
as she chronicles what happens when the dream
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finally comes true. Cast in a new Nickelodeon
series called iCarly, she is thrust into
fame. Though Mom is ecstatic, emailing fan
club moderators and getting on a first-name
basis with the paparazzi (“Hi Gale!”),
Jennette is riddled with anxiety, shame, and
self-loathing, which manifest into eating
disorders, addiction, and a series of
unhealthy relationships. These issues only
get worse when, soon after taking the lead in
the iCarly spinoff Sam & Cat alongside Ariana
Grande, her mother dies of cancer. Finally,
after discovering therapy and quitting
acting, Jennette embarks on recovery and
decides for the first time in her life what
she really wants. Told with refreshing candor
and dark humor, I’m Glad My Mom Died is an
inspiring story of resilience, independence,
and the joy of shampooing your own hair.
Since she was a child, the trauma had been
all too familiar for Mommy. Some girls dream
of becoming housewives and mothers when they
become adults. Some girls dream of having
careers. Mommy wanted it all!She wanted a
soulmate, children, and a career. But
achieving her goals would not come without a
heavy price. She experienced bullying,
physical, mental abuse and became homeless.
By the time Mommy was in her early 40s, she
and her children made newspaper headlines and
media outlets across the United States
because of yet another traumatic experience.
The family and career that she worked so hard
to create had ceased to exist. Someone from
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Mommy's family would pay a price. Could her
family survive another traumatic event?
A powerful look at the importance of a
mother’s presence in the first years of life
**Featured in The Wall Street Journal, and
seen on Good Morning America, Fox & Friends,
and CBS New York** In this important and
empowering book, veteran psychoanalyst Erica
Komisar explains why a mother's emotional and
physical presence in her child's
life--especially during the first three
years--gives the child a greater chance of
growing up emotionally healthy, happy,
secure, and resilient. In other words, when
it comes to connecting with your baby or
toddler, more is more. Compassionate and
balanced, and focusing on the emotional
health of children and moms alike, this book
shows parents how to give their little ones
the best chance for developing into healthy
and loving adults. Based on more than two
decades of clinical work, established
psychoanalytic theory, and the most cuttingedge neurobiological research on caregiving,
attachment, and brain development, Being
There explains: • How to establish emotional
connection with a newborn or young
child--regardless of whether you're able to
work part-time or stay home • How to ease
transitions to minimize stress for your baby
or toddler • How to select and train quality
childcare • What's true and false about
widely held beliefs like "I'm not good with
babies" and “I’ll make up for it when he’s
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older” • How to recognize and combat feelings
of postpartum depression or boredom • Why
three months of maternity leave is not long
enough--and how parents can take control of
their choices to provide for their family's
emotional needs in the first three years
Being a new mom isn’t easy. But with support,
emotional awareness, and coping skills, it
can be the most magical—and essential—work
we’ll ever do.
The Passionate Mom
A Guided Journal of Memories for My Child Prompt Journal Memory Book from a Mother to
Her Children
A Novel
Grown and Flown
A Calm Approach to Caring for Yourself and
Your Children
The Story of the Midnight Angel
My Mom

The author looks at the psychological and
sociological pressures that force women to be the
primary parent, making it impossible to be
successful at work, and shows how they can leave
old ideas of motherhood behind through practical
strategies.
This book draws international attention to the
autonomy of the child accompanying incarcerated
mothers, and those they leave behind in the
community, despite being dependent on the
convicted caregiver. Adopting a child rights
perspective, the study explores how courts could
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go about sentencing mothers of young children
for the commission of criminal offences, whilst
protecting the rights of the child as envisaged
under the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child (UNCRC). Drawing on the
author’s experience as a sentencer in the Kenyan
court and with reference to domestic, regional
and international law, the book argues that
children’s rights are presently left in abeyance
when their mothers are sentenced to
imprisonment, and that greater efforts should be
made to recognize and give effect to the child’s
existence as an autonomous equal holder of
human rights, despite being dependent on the
convicted caregiver. It explores the application of
precedence as well as the court’s discretion in
view of the dependent child, and concludes that
policy reform in this respect calls for change in
attitude and approach on women and children’s
issues. Observing that internationally, most
women imprisoned with their children fall
beneath the custodial threshold set by law, the
research examines how current sentencing
practices could be reformed, and suggests
harnessing the Power of Mercy Committee, the
Sentencing Guidelines and progressive practices
from developed countries in protecting the child’s
rights by imposing non-custodial sentences for
the offending mothers. It is concluded that in all
jurisdictions, strict accountability for the
dependent child should be situated with the
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judiciary, and that the same should be
pronounced as a mandatory legal requirement.
The book will be a valuable resource for
academic, researchers and policy-makers working
in the area of international children’s rights law
and criminal law.
In this inspiring book, Harvard-trained child and
adult psychiatrist and expert in human motivation
Dr. Shimi Kang provides a guide to the art and
science of inspiring children to develop their own
internal drive and a lifelong love of learning.
Drawing on the latest neuroscience and
behavioral research, Dr. Kang shows why pushy
“tiger parents” and permissive “jellyfish parents”
actually hinder self-motivation. She proposes a
powerful new parenting model: the intelligent,
joyful, playful, highly social dolphin. Dolphin
parents focus on maintaining balance in their
children’s lives to gently yet authoritatively guide
them toward lasting health, happiness, and
success. As the medical director for Child and
Youth Mental Health community programs in
Vancouver, British Columbia, Dr. Kang has
witnessed firsthand the consequences of parental
pressure: anxiety disorders, high stress levels,
suicides, and addictions. As the mother of three
children and as the daughter of immigrant
parents who struggled to give their children the
“best” in life—Dr. Kang’s mother could not read
and her father taught her math while they drove
around in his taxicab—Dr. Kang argues that often
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the simplest “benefits” we give our children are
the most valuable. By trusting our deepest
intuitions about what is best for our kids, we will
in turn allow them to develop key dolphin traits to
enable them to thrive in an increasingly complex
world: adaptability, community-mindedness,
creativity, and critical thinking. Life is a journey
through ever-changing waters, and dolphin
parents know that the most valuable help we can
give our children is to assist them in developing
their own inner compass. Combining irrefutable
science with unforgettable real-life stories, The
Dolphin Way walks readers through Dr. Kang’s
four-part method for cultivating self-motivation.
The book makes a powerful case that we are not
forced to choose between being permissive or
controlling. The third option—the option that will
prepare our kids for success in a future that will
require adaptability—is the dolphin way.
Updated and revised with seven new chapters, a
new introduction, and a new resources section,
this landmark book is invaluable for women facing
a custody battle. It was the first to break the
myth that mothers receive preferential treatment
over fathers in custody disputes. Although
mothers generally retain custody when fathers
choose not to fight for it, fathers who seek
custody often win—not because the mother is
unfit or the father has been the primary caregiver
but because, as Phyllis Chesler argues, women
are held to a much higher standard of parenting.
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Incorporating findings from years of research,
hundreds of interviews, and international surveys
about child-custody arrangements, Chesler
argues for new guidelines to resolve custody
disputes and to prevent the continued oppression
of mothers in custody situations. This book
provides a philosophical and psychological
perspective as well as practical advice from one
of the country’s leading matrimonial lawyers.
Both an indictment of a discriminatory system
and a call to action over motherhood under siege,
Mothers on Trial is essential reading for anyone
concerned either personally or professionally with
custody rights and the well-being of the children
involved.
A Parent's Guide to Raising Healthy, Happy, and
Motivated Kids-Without Turning i nto a Tiger
A Mother's Journal of Memories, Wishes and
Wisdom
Mother's Memories : for My Daughter
Dare to Parent in Today's World
Stories for My Child (Guided Journal)
Regretting Motherhood
What Not to Give Your Mom on Mother's Day
Bestselling author and mother of four children Angela
Thomas brings her trademark storytelling and biblical
teaching to this book of encouragement for moms who, in
the daily whir of busyness, long to connect with their kids in
new ways. With compassion and creativity, Angela presents
52 inspirations to help moms experience intentional
mothering, intentional living, and intentional joy as they:
talk to their child as though he is fascinating learn to play
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one video game plan activities that set a child up for success
be the groovy mom once in a while make memories and
savor them Moms at all phases of parenting can adopt one
idea a week or try several at once. This is a fun, guilt-free
resource to help every mom lead with God s love and
delight in the small moments that make up an abundant
life.
Now available as a giftable board book, popular FOX news
anchor Ainsley Earhardt s New York Times bestseller Take
Heart, My Child is a lyrical lullaby that inspires children to
follow their dreams and passions. FOX and Friends cohost
Ainsley Earhardt shares precious life lessons parents can
pass onto their children so that they can follow their hearts,
dreams, and passions. Take Heart, My Child is a lyrical lullaby
in which Ainsley shares her own hopes and dreams and lets
her child know that whatever challenges life brings, Take
heart, my child, I will̶or, my love will̶always be there for
you. It s a universal message, one that all readers will
relate to.
Presents a collection of commentary on motherhood from
the child's point of view
A little boy offers advice about what not to give a mom on
Mother's Day by providing examples of gifts that would be
suitable for animal mothers.
The 10 Habits of Happy Mothers
My Mother's Children: An Irish Family Secret and the Scars it
Left Behind.
Reclaiming Our Passion, Purpose, and Sanity
A Mother's Guide to Praying for Your Children
A Mother's Prayers for Her Children
Buddhism for Mothers
Mothers Who Can't Love

Being a mom is one of the hardest and most important jobs a
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woman can have. Being a mom in recovery is even more
challenging. In Moms to Moms, counselor Barbara Joy shares
the stories, advice, and inspiration from more than 60 mothers
in recovery from across the United States who have struggled
with addiction. These are women of all ages, races, and
religious affiliations who candidly share their experiences: the
challenges of being a mom in recovery, the values they want to
teach their children, and their fears, struggles, and
accomplishments. This is a book that offers help and hope to
busy, stressed out moms in recovery; a book they can turn to
again and again to find inspiration, comfort, and advice. Joy
offers evaluation tools and strategies for positive parenting,
journaling activities for reflections, and affirmations designed
to relieve stress and reinforce positive behavior.
When you are fast asleep, the angel in your family is hard at
work to make your home a joyful and happy place.
Celebrating the bond between mother and child, this collection
of 100 photographs reveals the whimsical and poignant
emotions of the maternal relationship.
"Set in near-future America, [this novel] introduces readers to
a government-run reform program where bad mothers are
retrained using robot doll children with artificial intelligence.
Protagonist Frida Liu, a 39-year-old Chinese-American single
mother in Philadelphia, loses custody of her 18-month-old
daughter Harriet after she leaves Harriet home alone for two
hours on one very bad day. To regain custody, Frida must
spend a year at [the] newly-created institution, where she
practices parenting with bad mothers from all over the county.
There, she learns to love an uncannily life-like toddler girl doll
in order to demonstrate her maternal instincts and prove to
her family court judge that she deserves a second chance"-Page 19/26
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What Mothers Can Do to Make a Lifelong Difference
Let My Children Go
Children on Mothers
The Mother's Book
When Mothers Work
A Study
Why Prioritizing Motherhood in the First Three Years Matters
The author of Strong Fathers, Strong Daughters counsels
mothers struggling with anxiety, low self-esteem and other
common issues on how to embrace more positive habits,
using inspirational stories and specific action plans based on
living simply and rebalancing.
A provocative and deeply important study of women’s lives,
women’s choices—and an ‘unspoken taboo’—that questions
the societal pressures forcing women into motherhood
Women who opt not to be mothers are frequently warned that
they will regret their decision later in life, yet we rarely talk
about the possibility that the opposite might also be true—that
women who have children might regret it. Drawing on years
of research interviewing women from a variety of
socioeconomic, educational, and professional backgrounds,
sociologist Orna Donath treats regret as a feminist issue: as
regret marks the road not taken, we need to consider whether
alternative paths for women currently are blocked off. She
asks that we pay attention to what is forbidden by rules
governing motherhood, time, and emotion, including the
cultural assumption that motherhood is a “natural” role for
women—for the sake of all women, not just those who regret
becoming mothers. If we are disturbed by the idea that a
woman might regret becoming a mother, Donath says, our
response should not be to silence and shame these women;
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rather, we need to ask honest and difficult questions about
how society pushes women into motherhood and why those
who reconsider it are still seen as a danger to the status quo.
Groundbreaking, thoughtful, and provocative, this is an
especially needed book in our current political climate, as
women's reproductive rights continue to be at the forefront
of national debates.
Irish Mancunian Carmel Doherty's life is unravelling. She
has just lost her mother Tess and brother Mikey, her
marriage to Joe is coming apart at the seams and her thirtyyear friendship with Karen is on the rocks. While clearing
out her childhood home, Carmel discovers that her mother
gave birth to a baby in an Irish Mother and Baby home when
she was sixteen, a place notorious for its mass burial of
babies and illegal adoptions. Carmel goes on a quest for the
truth about her troubled mother's past. Her roller-coaster
journey takes her from her comfortable Manchester home to
the west of Ireland and to London's theatre land. It's a
journey that leads her to ask: Can we ever escape our own
family history or is our destiny in our DNA? A percentage of
the author's royalties will be donated to ICAP, a mental
health Charity offering therapy for the Irish in Britain.
Based on Gregory Lang's New York Times bestselling
original series! The perfect Mother's Day gift, birthday
present for mom, or sweet keepsake to show why Mom is so
special! A touching picture book showcasing all the ways a
mother will help her son grow, this is the gift for every mom
and little boy to celebrate their special bond. Featuring
charming animal illustrations and heartwarming rhymes
about the loving moments mothers and sons share, Why a
Son Needs a Mom is the perfect story to connect mother and
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son together. From the moment that I saw your beautiful
face, Held you close to my heart in a mother's embrace, I
promised to help you grow with strength and grace. My dear
one, my sweet son, my boy. For new moms, mothers-to-be, or
for that perfect mother-son moment, this sweet storybook
celebrates how a mother helps her little boy grow with
strength and love.
Loving Our Children Without Sacrificing Our Selves
Bless My Child
Mothers and Children
The Dolphin Way
I'm My Mother's Child
A Mother's Longing
The School for Good Mothers

After hand-lettering a book of quotes as a baby
shower gift for her friend Joanna Goddard (of the
popular lifestyle blog, Cup of Jo), Samantha Hahn
was inspired to create an illustrated gift book and
companion keepsake journal for other mothers to
personalise. Stories for My Child features prompts
for capturing the spectacular and quotidian moments
of raising a child, along with thoughtfully selected
quotes from contemporary and literary sources.
Designed with Hahn's ethereal watercolors and chic
hand lettering, the journal represents a sophisticated
take on the parenting keepsake, and a treasure to
pass along when the child grows up. Stories for My
Child will have the same trim and a complementary
design to Samantha Hahn's quote book (both
available Spring '16)--making them a wonderful gift
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set for Mother's Day or baby showers.
"These heartfelt prayers focus on godly
characteristics, the qualities mothers want their
children to develop. Each of the 260 prayers
includes a Bible verse, a short prayer--a beginning
point to talk to God--and nourishment and
encouragement for the moth
Praying is one of the most vital things we can do for
our kids. Just as children need our love at every age,
so too they always need our prayers. Cragon
provides prayers for every stage of their growth.
Description: Mothers and daughters share a special
bond that grows out of love, respect, and the
teaching of life's lessons. Based on the best-selling
keepsake book of the same name, To My Daughter,
With Love honors that inimitable relationship through
original works of art by illustrator Donna Green
accompanied by quotations that evoke times past
and anticipation of the future. Notes: This title is
based on the journal of the same name. Each image
in the calendar is accompanied by a poem or
quotation that expresses a different aspect of the
unique relationship between mother and daughter.
This calendar makes a great keepsake and will
appeal to every woman. Donna Green has twelve
book titles to her credit. Her original paintings have
hung in the White House, as well as in museums
and in many prestigious collections around the
world.
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Take Heart, My Child
How to Support Your Teen, Stay Close as a Family,
and Raise Independent Adults
Walk with Me a Mother's Story
A Catholic Mother's Prayer Book
My Mother Is the Best Gift I Ever Got
A Mother's Plea For Justice
To My Daughter, with Love
Most Christian parents pray for their children, but many
don't know how to pray effectively and powerfully. Now,
from the coauthor of A Woman's Guide to Spiritual
Warfare and The Spiritual Warrior's Prayer Guide,
comes this step-by-step guide to praying faithfully and
diligently for precious sons and daughters. The first step
is to surrender growing children to the Lord, who longs to
partner with parents to raise godly women and men.
Once parents have invited the Holy Spirit into their child's
growth and development, they can pray for their child's
specific needs. Readers will learn how to pray for their
children's friends, teachers, and pastors and to intercede
when their sons or daughters are under spiritual attack.
Stepparents and adoptive parents will find prayer
guidance for their special circumstances, and mothers
and fathers of severely ill children will discover how to
pray through the most difficult situations a parent can
face. When moms and dads covenant with God to be a
household of faith, they will see Him act in their
children's lives beyond what they could ever dream!
PARENTING NEVER ENDS. From the founders of the
#1 site for parents of teens and young adults comes an
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essential guide for building strong relationships with your
teens and preparing them to successfully launch into
adulthood The high school and college years: an
extended roller coaster of academics, friends, first loves,
first break-ups, driver’s ed, jobs, and everything in
between. Kids are constantly changing and how we
parent them must change, too. But how do we stay close
as a family as our lives move apart? Enter the cofounders of Grown and Flown, Lisa Heffernan and Mary
Dell Harrington. In the midst of guiding their own kids
through this transition, they launched what has become
the largest website and online community for parents of
fifteen to twenty-five year olds. Now they’ve compiled
new takeaways and fresh insights from all that they’ve
learned into this handy, must-have guide. Grown and
Flown is a one-stop resource for parenting teenagers,
leading up to—and through—high school and those first
years of independence. It covers everything from the
monumental (how to let your kids go) to the mundane
(how to shop for a dorm room). Organized by topic—such
as academics, anxiety and mental health, college life—it
features a combination of stories, advice from
professionals, and practical sidebars. Consider this your
parenting lifeline: an easy-to-use manual that offers
support and perspective. Grown and Flown is required
reading for anyone looking to raise an adult with whom
you have an enduring, profound connection.
What gives us the strength to choose life?How do we
transform negative thoughts into positive ones?How do
we cope with uncertainty?How can we maintain our
optimism even during times of crisis?These struggles are
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part of the courageous story of Bat-Galim Shaer who
shares her reactions of the events and emotions over the
years beginning with the day that her son, Gil-ad, was
kidnapped with Naftali Frenkel and Eyal Yifrach, in the
summer of 2014, in Gush Etzion.In a personal and
touching diary, Bat-Galim describes those days; the
hope that accompanied her and her family, and the
insights she developed that enabled her to continue
living and holding on to life in the most productive
manner possible.Expecting My Child: A Mother's
Longing is a book that provides a positive outlook of a
complex reality that leaves the readers with
introspections about themselves and their place in the
society surrounding them. It presents a breath of
optimism to life. It is a story of a mother and a nation who
wish to live a life of meaning despite the pain, a life of
happiness despite the diculty - a story that reflects the
best of Israeli society and its power and uniqueness as a
nation as was revealed that summer, 2014.
A beautiful journal filled with thought-provoking prompts
for mothers to answer in addictive list form. Children will
cherish their mothers memories and wisdom for
generations to come. Look Inside Book (click on below
link) http: //ulyssespress.com/pgw/For_My_Children.pdf
A Mother's Love
A Healing Guide for Daughters
Mothers on Trial
Why a Son Needs a Mom
Spare My Children
Moms to Moms
A Mother's Dream (With Audio Recording)
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